Multi-layer gateway control (firewall-like rules)
Xgenplus has a ﬁrewall module called spamjadoo at the application (TCP
listener) level that allows the administrator(s) to control connectivity parameters
from IP based role limit to blacklisting IPs, RDNS, SPF, DLIM, ESP & separate
dashboard control for each user.

Jmail accounts ( magical email account)
Jmail allows custom accounts to be created as programmable extensions to
your mail account, and rules to be assigned to each such account.

Homograph attack prevention
Xgenplus magically detects and alerts the user.

Message integrity validation (domain keys compliant)
The messages' integrity may be checked if the originating server used domain
keys to sign them locally-originated messages may be signed by Xgenplus to
allow validation by domain keys-compliant remote servers.
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Snooze
This allows a user to temporarily disappear email for a user deﬁned time from
inbox and make it appear as a fresh email in the inbox on deﬁned date & time.

Data loss Prevention
This allows detection monitoring and blocking sensitive data also help to
recover deleted emails.

Content filtering
Spamassassin, bayesian, keyword and type of attachment based content
ﬁltering is available to the administrator to use.

Dnsbl, dbl/rhsbl
www.xgenplus.com

Administrators validate sender IPs against a selected list of DNSBLs (DNS
blacklists) and DBL/RHSBL in order to block emails at the same time, they can
also choose to skip this validation for custom deﬁned IP ranges.

Anti-virus filtering
Xgenplus advanced ﬁltering system allows the system administrator to deﬁne a
set of ﬁlters and priorities at server, domain or user level, offering unparalleled
ﬂexibility to setup company security policies.
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Xgenplus

powerful security features

Most Advanced Enterprise Email

XgenPlus is an Enterprise Email Solu on specially developed to cater customized
needs of small to large enterprise across industries. Its sophis cated design and
engineering allows to support millions of users with an addi onal capability to
support all global languages in email addresses. This makes XgenPlus uniquely
powerful and probably the ﬁrst EAI Solu on provider globally. EAI (Email Address
Internaliza on) i.e Linguis c Email Address Like (
).
The Poten al of Interna onalized Email Id is Enormous. Whether you're a nonEnglish Speaking Business Owner or an English-Speaking Entrepreneur, you would
seriously consider the beneﬁts of Registering an Interna onalized Email Id.
With over 17 Years of Experience as an Organiza on, Shared Vision and Hard Work
we have Enhanced Xgenplus version 2020, from just an Email Management
Solu on to the Complete Enterprise Solu on catering to all the needs of Uniﬁed
Communica on. We have Invested Millions of hours into making the Perfect Email
Pla orm for You and Your Team.
In current scenario the Informa on is of great value to everyone and you can’t
se le for anything less. Stability, Security & Reliability are the words Xgenplus Live
with. Currently Xgenplus is serving 50 Million+ Email Users Globally including one
Single Largest Account of 7 Million Email Users. Xgenplus gives you capability to
use your mul ple email accounts in one account including ASCII & non ASCII email
address of any scripts.

Send Encrypted Email
Ÿ PGP Encryption (Pretty Good Privacy) is a public-private key cryptography

system.
Ÿ Prevents your email from being read by any third party and allows a secured

transmission of emails. Receive Encrypted emails which others cannot read
even after login into your account.

Spam Promo
Ÿ User is alerted of suspicious emails.
Ÿ Blocks spam and malware at the protocol level by checking the sender’s

reputation against a dynamic database of known malicious IP addresses.

Give Access of your Email Account
Ÿ Authorize your subordinates or your agents to receive your emails.
Ÿ They can reply on those mails on your behalf without sharing login

credentials of your account.

Secure Folder
Secured folder is protected by additional password and storing very sensitive
correspondence.

Hidden Attachment
Hide Attachment feature is next level security feature that gives you the option
to concealed the conﬁdential attachment inside harmless dummy picture.

Downgrading - Backward capability
Help to deliver all your emails to non EAI ready email servers which do not offer
SMTPUTF8.

Devise Specific Access Control
This feature is very prominent to those users who are not allowed to access
their accounts on different devises due to security reasons.
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Country Specific Access Control
Xgenplus gives you a platform where admin can decide that users of his/her
organization, can access their account in different geographic locations.

Dual Step Authentication SMS based or xCode
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By enabling Dual Authentication you can keep unauthorized users away from
your account & hackers cannot login in to your account. Xcode allows you to
login without SMS/ mobile.

Sender validation (spf/domain keys compliant)
Xgenplus implements a standard-based SPF veriﬁcation module for sender
validation and allows administrator to conﬁgure the implementation.

